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the godfather is an american crime drama film that was directed by francis ford coppola and produced by albert s. ruddy, albert ruddy and mario puzo. the screenplay, written by mario puzo and francis ford coppola, is based on the 1972 novel the godfather by mario puzo. mario puzo,
marlon brando and peter clemenza are featured in supporting roles. ethan chappel, who is a sports agent, has decided to represent tom hagen (played by robert duvall), an older and respected mafia don. for a price tom will guarantee the election of a friend of his as the next mayor of
new york. as in the 1972 novel, michael corleone (played by al pacino) is the son of the don. michael is a young hot-tempered man who is in love with a woman named kay adams. his father, at first, does not want him to marry her, but michael breaks his father's heart by having her

killed. one night tom hagen is murdered. after that, michael decides to take revenge and this starts his journey as the godfather of the corleone family. the heist succeeds, tom is betrayed and murdered and after that michael takes over as the godfather. the movie is an american crime
drama film. the film was directed by francis ford coppola and produced by albert s. ruddy, albert ruddy and mario puzo. the screenplay, written by mario puzo and francis ford coppola, is based on the 1972 novel the godfather by mario puzo. the godfather (1972) is a crime drama film
directed by francis ford coppola and written by mario puzo. the film is based on the 1972 novel of the same name by mario puzo, with an adaptation by francis ford coppola and a screenplay by coppola and puzo. the film stars marlon brando, al pacino, john cazale, talia shire, robert

duvall, james woods, robert de niro, peter maloney, diane keaton, and robert blake. the film is considered by many critics and filmmakers to be one of the greatest motion pictures of all time.
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The first few weeks after the release, the RATINGS started to drop. Then within a few months it was down to 6.0. The next week it went down a little more to 5.6. Then the week after that it went down to 5.0. At that point I decided to check it out. And even if I wasn't really a fan, I'm still
an addict. So after I saw a friend comment on my rating, I checked it again, and to my surprise it was down to 5.0 so I instantly went and grabbed the download. But I was surprised as it was 3 hours in an HD DVD player.I came to the realisation that maybe I don't like the edit. I sat down
and looked at the film again, and the differences between each of the three parts is nearly imperceptible. The only difference I can see is that they took longer to narrate Fredo's downfall. That's it. His scenes were the same length, he just added dialogue here and there. The same can
be said for Michael's scenes. When he's walking around the city, he has more lines. But in the end, the scene where he discovers his father's body is the same length as his father's death scene. It really doesn't matter to me what they did with the ending. It just doesn't seem like a big

enough improvement for me to care. But if it's really that dramatic a change, I would have loved to see it in the theatres. As soon as the film began and we see Michael with his wife and their infant daughter, I already knew why I would like the film. The ending to this movie is something
that we've never seen before in a Michael Corleone. Lenny's funeral is all about giving Christopher a positive ending. After seeing the funeral, it takes about 2 hours before the film starts getting interesting and that's what I love the most about it. The scenes between Corleone family
and other family members is amazing. The only thing that I'm gonna complain about this movie is the length. The scene were Michael learns that Vito is the power behind the throne is too long. What good is to see his face when he finds out that he's the power? The thing that makes
this movie the best is the family dynamic. I love that there's a scene where Lenny is telling Michael to love his family but he's not loving them. That's the classic line that Marlon Brando gives. That's the scene that makes it the best. Other than that, the story is very comparable to The

Godfather. The way they focus on the family and the structure of the Corleone family, I loved it. 5ec8ef588b
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